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“HERE & THERE” (Overseas Bag)
Overseas Bag Editor: Chris Essex (K69-75), 3 Kingston Avenue, Saltford, Bristol, BS31 3LF; Tel: +44
(0)1225 873878; E-mail: overseasbag@oldframlinghamian.com
Since publishing the Spring Overeas Bag on the website, I have travelled to the other side of the globe with
my family, meeting up with many OFs along the way. Below is a separate report on this trip, followed by
other correspondence that it’s been great to receive since the Spring.
As always I would strongly encourage everyone to ensure that they register their e-mail address on the
website, so that we can keep in touch. Please keep your messages and news flooding in, especially with your
photos and don’t be shy to let me know if you think you or someone else should be included in the
Distinguished section of the SOF website.

2011 ESSEX FAMILY TOUR
For many years I had promised my family that one day I would take them to Australia/NZ and it was in
September 2010 that the decision was made and the flights were booked. Given that we wanted to spend
around 5 weeks away to see as much as we could and that my eldest daughter is a primary school teacher, the
only time we could go was July/August 2011. Doing the whole trip were my wife and I, eldest daughter
Stephanie and her partner Tux, younger daughter Samantha and son Michael. Additionally, the boyfriend of
my younger daughter, Neil, joined us in NZ for the last 2 weeks.
Given the distance, we wanted to spend 3 nights in Hong Kong on the way out and 3 nights in Singapore on
the way home. Our full itinerary was therefore set as flying out on 23 July 2011 to Hong Kong and then fly
on to Melbourne, then Cairns, then drive down to Brisbane, stopping off along the way, then fly over to
Auckland and spend a week touring around North Island New Zealand, before flying from Wellington to
Sydney, before finally flying home via Singapore and landing at Heathrow on 25 August.
As editor of the Overseas Bag, this trip seemed the ideal opportunity to meet up with many of the OFs that I
corresponded with. As a result I arranged to meet up with OFs in Hong Kong, Melbourne, Cairns, just north
of Brisbane, Auckland and Sydney.
I’m hugely grateful to Ian, Mike, Chris, John, Nick and Phil for organising meetings to greet us and the
following is an account of all these get togethers :HONG KONG
On 25 July 2011 Ian Howard (S57-62) had been good enough to
organise for OFs to meet up at the Sugar Bar on the top of the East
Hotel on Kowloon Island. When we arrived at the hotel everyone
we bumped into seemed to know we were coming! Ian was already
there and we had some drinks and very tasty “nibbles”. A couple
of those expected to be there had had to cry off due to last minute
business commitments. Chris Hall (G62-69), who I had met at the
London Supper only a couple of weeks earlier popped in. Chris is
addicted to collecting ancient silks and brought with him one he

had bought that day. It was about a yard square and 700 years old.
As Chris left for another dinner engagement, Brian Williams
(G72-75) arrived. Brian is MD of the Swire Hotel chain,
which amongst others, owns the East Hotel. Brian’s family
had arrived from England that day. A huge thank you to him
for providing all the
drinks and nibbles
we had enjoyed in
the Sugar Bar. I
gave Ian a pair of
OF socks (he chose
the striped version)
as a thank you and
passed across 2
copies of the Norman Borrett book from Richard Sayer.
We had then booked to have dinner in Brian’s restaurant in the East
Hotel. As we went down to dinner we again got huge attention. On arriving in the restaurant and without
even saying who we were, we were asked if we had enjoyed our drinks in the
Sugar Bar! We were shown to best table in restaurant that gave a fascinating
view into the kitchen. Both Ian and Brian had recommended us to have the
Tomahawk Steak that was for 2 to share and to have the huge prawns. Both
were fantastic all washed down with some Pinot Noir from NZ and
Chardonnay from Australia. The waiters were very helpful with advice about
what to do the following day and were an absolute credit to Brian.

MELBOURNE
A few days later on 28 July 2011, we arrived
and checked into our hotel in Melbourne.
Greeting us in the hotel room was a bottle of
Aussie champagne and a copy of Mike
Garnett’s (R53-55) latest book on real tennis.
A lovely surprise.
The following evening Mike had kindly
organised an OF Supper within 100 yards of
our hotel at an Irish pub/restaurant called PJ
O'Briens.
Despite a
couple of last minute drop outs there were 20 of us there. Apart from my
family and Mike, others present were Bob Munro (R54-60), Keith Dann
(S48-50) and his wife Pat, Aubrey Whitear (G58-65) and his wife Diane
and Tim Bellamy (G60-66) and his wife Jill.
Mike and I made brief speeches before I gave him the traditional gift of
OF socks, where once again Mike chose the striped version.

CAIRNS
A few days later on 31 July 2011, we took an earlier flight to Cairns,
where on our arrival the first people we saw were Chris Shaw (K4956) and his wife Rebecca, even before we'd picked up our luggage. He
was standing there with a board he had made up, on the theme Carry of
Framlingham! They got us organised with collecting our bags and
ensuring we knew which bus to get on for our transfer to Trinity Beach.
Rebecca was also good enough to lend my wife Eryl her hat to wear in
the sun the following day, on our trip to Green Island. When we arrived
at our apartment waiting for us were 2 bottles of champagne, some lovely
flowers, a note and a CD containing Chris's story book.
On 2 August Chris had arranged an OF Supper attended by all OFs within
50 miles of Cairns – Peter Hughes (G52-56) and his wife Janet, Louis
Simon (BH72-75) and his wife
Fiona and Chris’ wife Rebecca.
Chris had arranged for us to be
picked up from our apartment at 6.15 and driven to Yorkeys Knob
Boating Club. We had drinks outside before going upstairs to a
separate room for our meal. Chris & Rebecca had done a fantastic
job decorating the room with
Aussie and Union Jack flags and
the table with tropical flowers
from their garden, orchids for the
ladies and a personal commemorative booklet for each person. This
personal booklet had a picture of me arriving at the airport, all our names,
a picture of the wonderful board Chris held up at the airport and some
Aussie translations of Latin sayings e.g. Carpe Diem = “My god! Would
you just look at the size of that
fish”. This was all held
together with ribbons in Fram colours. During the evening these
booklets were circulated round for everyone to sign. After
puddings, Chris and I made speeches - Chris’s far more amusing
than mine!
Unfortunately
by the time the
speeches were
over, all the
other Aussie patrons at the yacht club had needed an early
night and we were the only one’s left and they wanted to
close up! Chris quickly put Plan B into action and we all
went back to their house for quite a few more glasses of
the red stuff before departing for the night (note Chris is
the only one still firmly holding onto his glass!)
The next morning we were grateful to Chris for picked
Tux and I up at 8.30am to take us to the airport to pick up a hire car.

BRISBANE
After a few more days in Cairns we started the long drive down to Brisbane, stopping off for a few days in
Airlie Beach along the way. Driving down we must have seen about 700 miles of sugar cane, but no real
signs of the devastating flooding they experienced earlier in the year.
On 8 August we drove about 150 miles down to Twin Waters to meet up at Peter Bailey’s (K34-38) house.
The Tom Tom easily managed to find 21 Bracewell Road, but little did I realise that this address comprised
over 200 retirement homes! Fortunately there was a sales office, which
was able to give me Peter's address. He lived on an idyllic retirement
complex with a lovely large bungalow going down to the waters edge. It
reminded us very much of Richard Rowe’s (S65-74) house in Fort
Myers. Peter, who is 90 next year, greeted us sprightly at the door with
his wife Joy. Already there was Neville Marsh (S53-61) and his wife
Alison. Peter had a distinguished flying career (see Distinguished section
of OF website) and he had some memorabilia round the walls of his study,
including a Fram shield (see picture). I encouraged him to record his life
story.
We took a short drive to the Twin Waters Golf Club, where
were met by Peter Simpson (K32-40) and his wife
Henrietta and Ruth Gates, who is John's (S44-48) wife.
John had organised the lunch but was unfortunately unable
to attend because of illness. We had a great lunch and I
passed
round
Richard’s
book on
Norman
Borrett.
It’s
amazing to think that the two Peters were at school with
Norman. I repeated my usual speech and gave out a pair of
socks to Ruth to give to John for organising the lunch.
Neville responded to my speech and I also gave him a pair to
go with the tie that he had on! We then drove on to Brisbane
where we were staying for a couple of nights.
AUCKLAND
A couple of days later (10
August) we flew to
Auckland. The tallest
building in the city is Sky
City atop of which is a
revolving restaurant called
Orbit – the perfect venue I
thought for another OF
meeting, so I’d arranged for a contemporary of mine Nick
Marsden (G72-76) and his wife Yoko to meet us there for
dinner that night. Also joining the family that evening were

an old school friend of Tux and his partner.
I’d arranged to meet Nick and his wife in the bar, the floor below the revolving
restaurant and we all enjoyed a drink and the wonderful views. Over the two hours
of dinner we took a couple of revolutions of the tower and enjoyed some wonderful
food. Nick recommended the local Hawkes Bay Pinot Noir wine, which was
excellent. As was customary I gave Nick a pair of OF socks, although he had no
choice but to have a crested one due to the previous popularity of the striped
version!
In exchange, Nick gave me a copy of his book Shedding Skin, which I have arranged
to be donated to the College Library.
SYDNEY
After a week in snowy North Island New Zealand (first time in 50 years
they had had snow!) we flew from blizzards in Wellington to the
comparative warmth of Sydney.
Phil Bower (G65-74) a contemporary of mine at Fram had agreed to
organise a get together in
Sydney, with his initial thinking
being a fancy dress party in a
McDonalds! After some
persuasion and a recommendation from Simon Narroway (G7275), who was my best man 31 years ago, we assembled from
7.30pm at the Bazaar Beer Café. Already there when we arrived
were Phil and his wife Dee and Simon, plus James Harrison
(M80-85) and his wife Maggie, Mark Birrell (G73-83) and Jon
Newbery (R79-84). Unusually I was about the oldest OF there,
but this was soon to be corrected by the welcome arrival of Hugh
Richardson (S43-48) and his wife.
The following is Phil’s write up on the evening, in his own unique
style.
“Hats off to all who attended, times 3 for those who didn't, and a
further times 6 for those who said they would and didn't! And if
you have no idea what I'm talking about, that'll be a further times
3!
Since my memory
for names has
been utterly destroyed by a life of zero attention to detail, all
of the faces in the attached did actually attend the Fooding,
held at the previously mentioned and booked venue. Sadly,
we failed to out-do our northern mexican cousins [Cairns] no one was evicted and neither did we manage to get the
Essex clan arrested! Damned shame. That would have been
extremely amusing, although perhaps not for them. And yet,
they survived a trip across the Tasman so they must be a

hardy lot. Said venue, being the recommend of Simon Narroway, proved to be more than adequate and food
was extremely palatable. The only negative being a lack of wheaty items so a bread fight was not possible
(thinks - maybe that would have gotten us evicted?!).
The tariff for the night almost made it to AU$800 and the previously mentioned Mr Narroway exercised
his excellent banking skills and calculated an even split for everyone - and if you know anything about how
the banking system works, you'll know who got a free lunch! Just kidding......
My personal thanks to Chris E for providing me with an extremely attractive pair of socks as a reward for my
(it must be said) rather lackadaisical efforts to convene a number of people of a common bond at a
mutually agreeable location for the purpose of getting pissed and fed! Conversation was varied and covered
so many subjects that I didn't hear most of them. Hugh and I spent many a happy moment trying to guess
what each of us was saying because a) there's a small generation gap and b) we're both equally deficient in
the audible department! I think I can confidently state that the only people who carried more hair than me
were both female - but in fairness I did have to make up for those males who's follicle status is definitely of a
small portion. And I spotted at least one male personage who appeared to be sporting.......hair gel! Whatever
next - girls at Fram? Bedsits for dorms? Bah, humbug!!
PhilB
(currently hurtling (within the speed limit) towards northern
mexican cousins in a truck loaded with a small mountain of
audio, lighting & truss!)”
As Phil mentions, at the end of the evening I gave him his
pair of crested socks, which he immediately converted into a
glove puppet (see photo)– perhaps he’s hit on a new avenue
for sales!! I’ve subsequently heard from Phil that they have
become his gig socks, which he wears every time he plays.
Finally a huge thank you to Simon who treated us all to the considerable amount of red wine we had
consumed that evening.
A couple of days later my family and I travelled in horrendous
rain to visit Simon and his wife Yoko at their home in North
Sydney. We had a great evening with his family and friends to
round off our meetings with OF. We started off with Oysters and
a large range of Sushi, followed by a choice of 3 main courses
that Yoko had cooked, followed by some cakes and a home made
pavlova. This was all washed down by large quantities of red
wine. Afterwards Yoko and his eldest daughter Lisa ran us back
to the station.
For me it was my 9th OF meeting in less than two months, having also attended the London Supper and West
of England Suppers in early July.
Finally my thanks again to all the wonderful organisers and to all the other OFs and their partners who took
the trouble to come out and meet us. It was truly a trip of a lifetime for us, that we will remember for years
to come.

AUSTRALIA
Neville Marsh (S53-61) - following meeting Neville at the Brisbane lunch during my visit, he gave me
some further thoughts on the flooding. The floods peaked at 18 metres above normal river level in his
suburb, that's 65 feet in old money! “I helped out in the local flood relief centre as we lost around 90 houses
and had 250+ evacuees to house and look after. I decided, in a senior's moment, to write an account of the
floods in Bellbowrie and Moggill, which became isolated from the outside world, the floods completely
encircling the community for four days. We saw a most remarkable 'Dunkirk' spirit among survivors and I
thought this was worth capturing in words and pictures. The book is now finished and in the final design
stages. I'll let you know when we have copies to distribute!
We were pleased to see new OF blood in Queensland in the form of Chris Essex and his retinue and had a
very convivial afternoon at Twin Waters Golf Club with Peter Simpson, Peter Bailey and Ruth Gates (John
was unable to attend). I was pleased to find out that Chris managed London Life, my old super company in
England, which has stood me in good stead during recent downturns in the markets.
I am now looking forward to catching up with Nigel Burnip when he comes over to shoot for the GB Veterans
team in the World Shooting Championship"
Hot off the Press - Neville met up with up with Nigel on Friday 7 October, at the Colmslie Hotel,
Morningside (where he was staying) for drinks and supper thereafter. He said “we had a great evening over
a couple of hours and a pleasant meal at his hotel: that's about 2 minutes to discuss every one of 51 years
since we last saw each other! Obviously shooting was the main topic of conversation and I was very proud to
bring along my Empire Test target from 1959 when I had a perfect score: 25/25! (see attached photo).” A
report on how Nigel did will appear in a future Yearbook.

INDIA
Richard Gould (K66-71) sent the following under the heading “True Fellowship (Ramblings of an
Englishman in India)”
“With all the recent news about riots, arson and killings going on, I feel the need to pass on some good
thoughts about the friendships and kindnesses that also occur, but not deemed newsworthy.
As you may know, I am a Freemason in England as well as in India, from where I am penning this piece.
Today is a celebration of the Independence of India. This has been marked by television by screening the film
Ghandi, starring Ben Kingsley. Some who had known him thought Mr. Kingsley looked so much like the
great man that they thought he was his ghost.
Yesterday, my Indian Lodge, Gomantak hosted a visit from a Lodge in Kerala, Calicut. They had travelled by
bus with their wives and we held a joint meeting, where some of their Officers replaced some of ours. This
joint meeting, somewhat unusual in Masonic circles, attracted the attention of the Southern Regional Grand
Lodge of India and they too attended in some force.
Following this, some of their wives put on a local dance, wearing matching Saris. One of our members sang
and taught them some local songs of Goa. The language of Kerala is called Malayalam and Goan, Konkani.
(Students of geography will realise that Goa lies on the Konkan coast of India.). Then I noticed that a
Karaoke system was available. Now, I did not know this was to be available and I must say, dear Reader,
that I could not ignore its tempting call.

So, I asked if it had the words in Roman script (some are in Devnagiri, the local script) and volunteered to
sing a Hindi song. Notice please that Hindi is the official Indian language. This was greatly appreciated and
I was requested to sing another. I said I would, on one condition and that was that someone amongst the
visitors sang a western song in English. I sang again and so did they; rendering a good version of A Yellow
Submarine.
At this point, I wish to pass on a little of local culture. If you travel to visit, the host pays for the guest at their
expense. The visitors had brought us a gift wrapped present each which afterwards proved to be banana
chips and what I believe to be a local cake of Kerala. Protocol is quite formal. Also it is rarely acceptable for
a stranger to talk to a married Indian lady without the husband and proper introductions made. Now I have a
third Hindi song in my meagre repertoire and have not quite mastered a small part of one verse and offered
this if someone would help me. One of the Ladies was asked for me and protocol observed. We sang the song.
Now one of our members obviously liked the song so much, he joined us on the stage and sang too. A most
unusual event for him as he had earlier told me he does not sing! Another remarkable event occurred
because a Senior Regional attendee immediately came to the front and started a most energetic dance too.
A great time was had by all. Why do I tell you this dear reader, because it is, to my mind, a great example of
friendship freely given and accepted in these troubled days.
A great man said several wise things in his support, both of the oppressed and by non-violent means only.
With regard to WWI, he said that if he desired the freedoms and rights in the Empire, it would be wrong not
to help in its defence. Another way of looking at this is that if you accept the gifts and benefits of a society,
you must not fight against that society. (Rioters take note please.) The point of my writing is not to poke at
the awful events in the world, but to point out the vast number of unreported good events which occur daily.
(If you have not worked out whom this was, his name is above.)
Dear Reader, I charge you to offer help and friendship to your families, friends, neighbours and even
strangers; walk your days with a spring in your step and a song in your heart for life can truly be good, if
you so make it. Carpe Diem.”

SPAIN
Michael Evans (S45-48) wrote to Richard Sayer (S56-61) about his excellent book on Norman Borrett.
“Hello Richard. Much enjoyed your “history” of Norman who I never really knew as a person, our meetings
were fleeting being purely through OF squash. However when I started at Lillywhites in Piccadilly I did
have the opportunity of seeing him at his best when he beat Wilson in the Amateur semi´s in ¨51. A gruelling
match as I recall with neither player prepared to give an inch. I did not manage to get to the final but I was
relieved to note that far better players than I (Hildick- Smith) could also serve out of court on game point !
Earlier I had seen him beat Mike Perkins, who I knew quite well as we were on the junior circuit together
when on holiday from Fram. I played a few times for Surrey juniors. I remember Mike beating me 10-8 in
the fifth in the main junior tournament at the time.
I think you have done Norman proud with your masterly research & Master Sportsman will be a fine tribute
to future generations at the College of a famous sporting old boy. How lucky we are to have so many OF´s
like you prepared to give time & effort to College history.”

THAILAND
Simon Turner (R75-82) enquired about an obituary for Charles Emms (R75 -84) and after Richard Rowe
(S65-74) helped him, he went on to say “Thanks for everything, indeed it was a tragic episode with both
Charlie (my year) and Neville (R75-80) passing away before their father. I will send a summary of what I
have achieved over the years in due course, as you guys have certainly inspired me in your responses to my
original email. FYI I have lived in SE Asia (Thailand) for 20 years but my true fiends are still OF's! Best
regards Simon.”

USA
Noel Hume (37-39) was back in touch following the issue of the 2011 Newsletter. He said “I was delighted
to receive the August Newsletter. So very well produced -- as usual. I was taken aback by the wide-angle
image of the school on page 15. Let me rephrase that. I was taken back to the summer of 1937 when I and
two or three other Junior School chaps sat on a blue rug in the pictures bottom righthand corner. We were
watching a senior cricket match. There was long grass behind us and beyond it a belt of trees. Perhaps bored
by the game we amused ourselves singing "Hark! The herald angels sing / Mrs. Simpson's pinched our king!"
Of course there was more that I don't remember. With me on the rug was an orange-coloured plastic toy.
Shaped like a doughnut it had a cord projecting from a slot in the side. When pulled out and released, in a
high-pitched and rasping voice it uttered the immortal words "That's Shell, that was!." It is remarkable how
an image can unlock the deep recesses of memory. Normally, I am mortified by my inability to remember
what I had for yesterday's lunch! I wonder whether any of my companions on that summer afternoon are still
alive to see themselves in the corner of your picture. I wonder, too, whether the family group to the left
realized that it was sitting close to ghosts on a blue blanket.”
As well as contacting a few of Noel’s contemporaries I also sent him some photos I had just taken in
September 2011 of the front and back now. Noel replied “Many, many thanks for the pictures. What
memories they arouse! I don't think the buildings by the cricket pitch were there in my day. I remember a
wooden scout hut from which I emerged one day to pursue another boy. I tripped in the long grass and
impaled a knee on a large nail projecting from a board. I still have the scar! It brought my pursuit to a
bleeding halt. Again, very many thanks for the splendid pictures.”
Bryan Pearson (S45-47) and his wife Celestine were off on a 14 night Princess cruise on 8 October for 3
weeks. They fly to Ft Lauderdale, where he hoped he might get the chance to meet up with Richard Rowe,
before boarding and cruising through the Caribbean and Panama Canal, Costa Rica and then to Los Angeles.
This will be their second trip through the Panama Canal, but the first all the way through, entering from the
Atlantic and emerging in the Pacific. Previously they cruised around the Gatun Lake and went back out the
way they had come in, only seeing one monkey.

